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CONSTRUCTION OF AN ANECHOIC UNDERWATER SOUND

MEASURING TANK

1. INTRODUCTION

A tank for free-field measurements of underwater sound was
constructed in the new addition of the. Third Physical Institute of the
University of Gbttingen. This tank has surface dimensions of 4m x 7m
and a depth of 4ra. In order to perform measurements without unde-
sirable reflet.tions from the boundaries, it is necessary to make the
walls of the sank, as well as its bottom and surface, reflectionless. To
achieve this one needs a broad-band absorber, corresponding to the
di.nmensions of the tank, which causes sufficiently small reflections in
the frequency range from about 5 kc up to high frequencies.

Wedges constructed of porous material have been in use for quite
some time for anechoik lining of chambers designed for measurements
of air-borne sound. The pores of these wedges possess an appropriate
propagation inipedance such that the particle velocity of the sound field
experiences losses all, consequently, damping of the wave occurs. In
water, which ha9 a high acoustic impedance, this principle is less
effectively applied since, because of the resonance of the material
structure in water, the relative motion between the medium and the
absorbing material and, consequently, the acoustic damping are strongly
reduced. Here the material must have a preferred response to the pres-
sure conhnonenf. of the sound field- the governing facts in this process
are the losses arising during the elastic deformation. As a rule rubber-
like elastic substances are used, and their acoustic properties are
jitatt lied reasonably well with those of water. In the case of underwater
sound absorbers I I I built to date, esaentially two approaches are
taken:

1. Alteration of the compressibility by admixture of fillers such
as saw dust, cork dust, and others.

2. Alteration of the compressibility by the introduction of macro-
scopic cavities into the othe:wise homogeneous absorption'material.



The st cond -nethod has the advantagv of being exactly controllable
and repruducible. Examinations of the acoustic behavior of a single
cavity in a large piece of rubber [ 2 1 have shown that such a cavity
has a definite natural Irequency of oscillation, that the latter is easily
calculable, and that damping of the system is rather high. The absorber
below is based on large- suitably distributed c-vities ir rubber.

2. THE ABSORBING MATERIAL

The basis of the absorber is a plate consisting of three layers glued
together. The central layer has circular holes punched into it. After
bonding, the areas covering the holes above and below act as plates
capable of oscillating. If their circumferences are firmly held inplace,
they have a natural frequency given by

ad Ep( _p
7a a2  U2(-c)

wvhere d is the thickness of the plate, r its radius, E the modu-
lus of elasticity, f, the transverse contraction number, and p the
density; , are the solutions to the differential equation describ-
ing the plate oscillation, the first few values being

0, =-" 1.015; 131 = 1.468; 1321 = 1.879.

If the plate thickness becomes comparable to the radius of the hole,
the natural freieicy of v , 1 1 atin .ill -p proah a limitig Value which
is no longtr dependent on the plate thickness. Thus a vibration of the
cavity is achieved like that examined more closely in the paper [ 2 ]
referred to in the introduction.

The losses are essentially determined by the loss factor of the
shear modulus, which is large in the case of rubber-like elastic sub-
stances. For this reason and for reasons of stability in water, rubber
is especially suited for the production of such an absorbing material.

As an example oi a measurement, Fig. i represents, in the com-
plex plane, the impedance Z (related to the wave impedance p . c
of water) of such a plate for the case of vertically incident sound. The
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1'ig. I - Impedance of a Perfocated Plate (bole diameter 3 rna) for the Case of
Pezpendicular Incidence of Sound, Repres, ted in the Complex Plane of Impedance

holes have a di-nmeter of 3mm; the number of holes in this example
amounts to 5 per square centimeter. As a result of attenuation, the
resonance curve is very broad. Even if not particularly well, a match-
ing to the surrounding medium can only be achieved near the resonance
frequency (about 25 kc).

3. THE PARALLEL-PLATE SYSTEM

In ordcr to obtain a broad-band absorber based on perforated rub-
ber plates, one has to arrange these in a parallel-plate system accord-
ing to the "Fafnir" nethod I II in such a way as to cause sound to
impinge on the trray parallel to the plate surfaces and to penetrate the
channels between the plates. According to theory 1 31 , the wave
entering the channel decays exponentially, the energy being absorbed
by the walls made up of such dissipative plates.

Be-ides being determined by the impedance of the walls, the amount
of damping of the wave is essentially governed by the dimensions of the
channel, the ratio of channel width to wavelength of the incident sound
being the decisive factor.
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Sich a parallel-plate system was set up in a shallow tank for
testing purposes. It consists of a number of perforated rubber sheets
arranged next to one another in parallel fashion, thus forming a
row of channels on which sound rays fall perpendicularly. A probe-
type receiver is moved through the central channel perpendicularly to
the row, that is, in a fashion parallel to the walls, to record the sound
pressure behavior in front of and inside the channel. A SELL-trans-
duccr with a 7 mm diameter diaphragm was used as a receiver. The
measurements were carried out with continuous tones.

Figure 2 represents two examples of sound pressure curves re-
corded with tha test microphone, A normalized pressure amplitude is
drawn as a function of position. The boundary between the free water

and the parallel-plate system distinctly divides the curve into two
regions. In front of it a standing wave is created by superpositioii of
the incident wave with tiat reflected at the boundary layer. In the in-
terior of the channel there exists a wave exponentially decaying along
its direction of propagation.

IA.

Fih. 2 - Examples of the Sound Pressure Flow in Front of and Inside the
Parallel-Plate System for rwo Frequencies

Damping in the interior of the channels (db/cm) was thus deter-
mined from many curves of this kind, and the reflection coefficient of
the array wab computed from the standing wave ratio.

In Fig. 3 some results of the measurements are presented. rrhe
following parametvrs were varied: size of the holes (3, 4, and 6mm);
density of the holes, that is, the ratio of the surface area of the holes
to the total sarface area of the plates (7, 10, and 37%. 1; the material
of the pi. 'es and the channel width (2 to 4 cm).
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Fig. 3 - Magnitudes of Channel Attenuation and Reflection Coefficient of Different
Parallel-Plate Systems, pm' as a Function of Frequency

n

c Plate Separation 3 cm
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If channel damping is plotted as a function of the ratio of channel
width to wavelength b/X, the results can be well arranged (Fig. 4).
As a consequence of the high damping of plate oscillations, the
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resonant frequencies in the holes are strongly suppressed so that it is
the geometrical properties of the channel that essentially determine the
amount of damping. The scattering of the measured values about
the straight line, which correspond to the decrease of damping with
increasing b/, is caused by the specific frequency dependence of
each individual plate vibration over the cavities.

The three systems of plates represented here essentially differ in
the density of holes. Damping increases with increasing hole density
since a larger portion of the total plate surface is set into vibration. If
one approximates the iaw that describe3 the attenuation of the wave in
the channel in terms of bA by the function

1) =A (113- )

in the interval 0. 1 < b/X < 0. 7, then the factor A expresses the
effect of the hole density. With increasing hole density A approaches
40 % as a limit (Fig. 5).

20±dB
Fig. 5- Effect of Hole Density (in %) on = 10 -

a

Attenuation in a Pwuallel-Plate System M

< 0
0 20 40 % 60

Hole Desity -

As the thickness of the covering layers increases, the suppression
of the individual natural frequencies associated with the holes becomes
stronger and stronger, and the approximate formula above is bctter
satisfied. This is shown in Fig. 6 by a comparison of two plate systemsf d3 . J Fig. 6 - Effect of l.ayer 'Thickness on the

I' Ftcquency Response of AttenuAtionC4 5l] _=._in the Channel
E o2rmm

0.

10 15 20 25 kc 30
' -oil
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made up of sheets of difference thickness (channel width 2 cm, hole
diameter 5 mm).

Most of the results shown in Figs. 2 to 6 were derived from
rubber plates. The investigations also covered rubber-like plastics,
but rubber proved to be superior in both its damping capabilities and,
in particular, its stability in water.

4. CONSTRUCTION OF THE ABSORBER

As shown in the preceding paragraphs, the parallel-plate sys-

tem represents an effectively absorbing "medium" which, with
proper dimensioning, causes a high attenuation in the penetrating
wave for a wide range of frequencies. It is important in the con-
struction of the absorber that, besides being able to attenuate

sound energy, the absorbing array be acoustically matched to the
free medium in an optimal fashion so that front reflections caused
by the differing propagation impedances of the two media remain
small.

For broad-band absorption this matching is best achieved by
a gradual transition between medium and absorber. If the transi-
tion region has a thickness of the same order of magnitude as the

wavelength of the incident sound, the discontinuity in the propaga-
tion impedance which would normally cause a strong reflection now
vanishes.

The goal in the present case was to obtain an absorber for the

frequency range from 5 to 70 kc, having a reflection coefficient
r < IG ' over this band. According to thc results of Section 3, this

large frequency band cannot be effectively damped with the use of a
single channel width. Instead, it is necessary to construct an array
whose channel width changes stepwise so that the formation of unattenu-
ated rays is also avoided for high frequencies. The gradual change-

over is effected by "serrating" the rubber plates.

Furiher measurements have indicated that, because of their high
sound attenuation, plates with a large density of holes are undesirable.

No sufficient suppression of frontal reflection can be achieved even by
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gradating tie transition region between the media as a result of the
large decrease of impedance caused by the high compressibility of the
plate material. A plate with a hole density of only 4% (hole diameter
4 mnm) proved most convenient,

The exact dimiensions of the absorber, whose final construction is
shown in Fig. 7, were arrived at by measurements in a shallow
tank. In this process the reflectivity of a plate system 1 m. wide
-.vas measured by means of a pulse response set-up and was compared
with the reflectivity of an air pocket of the same size.

jiI L ,

Fig. 7 - Design and Dimensions of the meroad i aaand Absorber

To clarify the performance of the structural features of the absorber
shown in Fig. 7, the damping D (x, X ) of the wave is ihustrated in
Fig. 8 as a function of its penetration x nto the absorber for dif-
ferent frequencies and the associated wavelengths X.

C

dB
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0 10 CM 20
X go

Fig. 8 7- Damping of WaVp Entering Dge AbburW') a:, a Itaeion of Diane Covered
(0 cm: Frnct Edge of Absorber.) Puraneter: Wavelength or Frequency of Sound Wave
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It is clearly seen that with increasing frequency the front part
of the absorber having wide channels becomes less and less effective.
The "center of gravity" of the attenuation thus moves toward the
inner part of the absorber with increasing frequency.

Figure 9 shows the measured reflectivity of this absorber.
Curve (a) was recorded in a shallow tank and is supplemented by
a measurement on sound spreading three-dimensionally in a deeper
tank (b). In both cases the ordinate represents the reflection coef-
ficient related to amplitude. Measurement (b) had been intended

-- 10

! -

0 20 40 60 kc 80

Fig. 9 - Reflection Coefficient of the Broad-Band Absorber According
to Fig. 7 as a Function of Frequency

o Measurement (a) in Shallow Tank
+ Measurement (b) in Del)c Tank

tO coifrrn h'Ll 'Lrdtxw'erabiiity of the shallow tank measurements

to the free field, but it served simultaneously as a test measure-
ment on the absorption material which had meanwhile gone into
production.

In lining a deep underwater sound tank with absorbing material,
one is not only concerned with the reflection coefficient for soi id
of perpendicular incidlence. Since the sound emitted by a trans-
mitter usually strikes the walls at all kinds of angles, mult'ple
reflections may influence the niuasurenaents. For this reason
the angular dependence of reflection and the scattering strength
of the absorber were investigated for the case of oblique incidence.

9
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Fig. 10 - Scattering and Geometrical Reflection of the Broad-Band Absorber
(of Fig. 7) for Different Anglea of Incider"ze and Frequencies.

he Semicircle Corresponds to a Reflection Coefficient of 107

Figure 10 shows the results of these measurements. The reflectivity,
as related to amplitude, generally remains below 10% (semicircle).
As a result of the grid-like structure of the absorber, scattering can
occur in preferred directions which do not coincide with the geometri-
cal reflection. For very oblique incidence, especially for argles
(P > 600, the geometrical reflection exceeds the 10-0 limit by a
small amount. As ia evident from Fig. 10, all undesired reflections,
however, remain sinall in general and only exceed r = 12% in excep-
tional cases.

5. LINING OF THE UNDERWATER SOUND TANK

For lining the measuring tank 11 6 square meters of absorbers were
used on the bottom and the four walls. The water surface was partially
covered with an additional 20 square meters of iloating absorbers.

The individual absorber parts were produced by different companies.
Rubber of the type "sealing sheet" made bythe ContinentalCompany. at
Hannover was utilized. The perforation of the inner sheet and the cutting
of the wedges were done by the I. Rehm Company in Peine. The bonding
was carried out by H. Lutze of Einbeck. It was especially important to
have homogeneous, air-free bonding. Measurements on sample pieces
re-,ealed that those bonds made with Continental' s cold-bonding cement
were satisfactory in every respect; subsequent hydrostatic compres-
sion of the absorzers was unnecessary.

10



Single strips of rubber wedges were then glued into frameworks
made of hard polyvin~rl chloride, and these were installed in the tank
in square units 0. 5 m long on edge. In Figs. 11 and 12 the struc-
ture of an absorber unit and the partially lined tank can be seen.

Fig. 11 - Picture of an Absorbtr Unio.
(50 cm x 45 cm)

Left: Front View

Right: Rear View

I i
Fag. 12 < The Patdlll Lined Meaauudng Tank
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6. TESTING OF THE TANK

To test an anechoic chamber, one generally investigates deviations
from the I/r-law, that is, deviations from the sound pressure
decrease assot.;ated with a point source in free space. This procedure
can not be applied to this tank for two reasons:

1. There are no spherical sources of sufficient power in the
frequency band from 5 tu 70 kc. The decrease in sound pressure
with distance is determin.,d by the frequency-dependent directivity
characteristic of the source if the receiver is not moved exactly along
a lobe center line.

2. Being only partially covered with absorbers, the water surface
acts like a mirror. Thus a field of interference between direct and
reflected sound rays is created.

For these reasons, in testing this tank, the source was set up close
to the surface in such a way that its major lobe pointed vertically down-
,ward. This way, the microphone only receives the direct ray and
reflections from the absorbent walls, The very small lithium sulfate
microphone is lowered with constant velocity from a point next to the
projector toward the bottom of the tank.

The acoustic quality of the water tank is measured in terms of the
ratio of standing pressure waves caused by interference between
the direct ray and reflections from the walls. Figure 13 shows the

3.0[+-,

dB

2.0--
0|

0 20 40 60 kc 80

Fig. 13 - Standing PtCeHaUM, Wave R1o in the Anechoic Tank a a Function of Frequency.
Parameter., Distice beswccn Tranml-ter and Receiver t.. 3 m, A.. 2m, 0.. I ta)
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behavior of the standing-wave ratio (in dB) as a function of frequency
between 5 and 70 kc, the parameter being the distance between
transmittex and receiver. At a separation of 3 m the microphone
is close to the bottom of the tank. The curves clearly show that the
lower fre-quencv limit of the
Pbsorber lies at £ kc. Between
5 and 10 kc the standing-wave _
ratio dropns steeply for all sepa-
rations. The- rrAeasurements
were performeu with a continu-
ous tone.

a b
Figure 14 shows examples

of pressure level recordings.
Superimposed on the standing-
wave ratio of the sound field
is an additional fluctuation of ---

long period caused by the fact -

that the sound receiver is moved
through the lobe structure of d
the projector not along the
center line.

Curves 14 d-h were recorded-
for pulses of high repetition rate.
Thus, lewations of long period ..

standing-whve ratio also vanishes
in t -e same measure so that ones e

may read from these curves the
pure raite of decay of sound pros-
sure with distance.

Even better results can be
expected for measurements along ,

the space and wall diagonals h
of the tank since, in such a
set-up, the first main lobe re- an .Functon ofSouce-to-Reeelye v Distance
flections fro-. the walls do not at VAou S Fequece

strike the receiver. However, a, b, c - Continuous Tone
such measurements can only be d, e ,f h - Pulse Ttain
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performed if the entire water surface is covered with absorbing pads,
which was not yet the case at the time of the above measurements.

(Received 3 June 1960)
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